NIELIT GUWAHATI
(Under Ministry of Electronics & Information Technology, Govt. of India)

ADMISSION NOTICE FOR LONG TERM (FULL TIME/PART TIME) COURSES

- IT ('O' Level & 'A' Level)
- CHM- 'O' Level (Hardware & Maintenance)
- Bioinformatics ('O' Level & 'A' Level)
- Advanced Diploma in Computer Application Accounting & Publishing (ADCAAP)
- Regular BCA & M.Sc (Computer Science) under Assam Science & Technology University
- Free & Stipendary training for SC/ST under IT 'O' & CHM 'O' level courses sponsored by DGE, Ministry of Labour & Employment, Govt. of India
- NSQF (National Skill Qualification Framework) Aligned Courses

SHORT TERM (FULL TIME/PART TIME) COURSES

- CCC
- PYTHON
- TALLY & GST
- PHP
- IoT
- C & C++
- JAVA
- ITES BPO
- DSP using MATLAB

COURSES FOR STARTUPS (300 Hours)

- 50 Hrs Capstone Points: Setup of Startup/Entrepreneurship/Business Problem Definition to proof of concept & Personality Development

Training/Summer Training on Emerging Technologies & Future Skill Courses through ‘BLENDED’ Mode

IoT
Image Processing
AWS Cloud
Blockchain
Embedded System Design using 8 bit microcontroller
Data Science using Python
Full stack Development
Applied Bioinformatics

Contact Details
Guwahati - NIELIT Guwahati Main Centre, Paltanbazar - Contact : 0361-2730269/2731940
City Centre - 9435143550/ 0361-2303939
Tezpur EC - 0371-2230310
Jorhat EC - 0376-2370123/2370124
Dibrugarh EC - 0373-2381540/2381546
Silchar EC - 9401086526/8133864420
Kokrajhar EC - 03661-271267/271268
Majuli Study Centre - 8638267125/37775-274484

For more details visit : www.nielit.gov.in/guwahati/